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Abstract

We analyze a contest setup in which two parties try to persuade an authority and

the losing party may appeal to a higher authority. In our setup, the higher au-

thority’s judgment depends on the initial judgment, the merits of the contestants’

arguments, and parties’ effort at the appeals stage. With regard to the first contest,

the possibility of appealing to the higher authority induces the favorite to invest

more effort than the underdog and raises the favorite’s winning probability to a

level in excess of what the quality of the arguments would justify. Surprisingly, the

possibility of appeal may raise efficiency by leading to lower total contest effort.

However, even in scenarios that yield a total effort that is higher than in a single-

level system, the possibility of appeal may promote meritorious cases to be brought.
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1 Introduction

A growing overload of judicial systems, surging litigation costs, and concerns about access

to justice being restricted to litigants with deep pockets has sparked a debate on how

to improve the efficiency and justice of the legal system. The right to and scope of

appeal has been center stage in much of this discussion. For instance, the CEPEJ (2014)

specifically promotes the use of alternative dispute resolution to reduce courts’ workload

and ease access to justice, where some forms of these alternative procedures explicitly

exclude appeal. However, restricting the right to appeal involves a trade-off: While the

possibility of appeal tends to prolong cases, clog the legal system, and make litigation

more expensive, it has the important function of correcting legal errors of lower-level

courts (e.g., Shavell 1995, 2006).

In this paper, we study the impact of appeals systems on rent-seeking incentives,

the relationship between the resolution of disputes and the underlying facts, and the

incentives to bring the case. The analysis is set in the context of litigation, but the issues

dealt with in our analysis are important in other contexts as well. People affected by

the decisions of public bodies are usually protected by the right of appeal. For example,

parents may appeal school allocation decisions. Moreover, private organizations often

implement appeal systems to ensure that employees affected by these decisions are treated

fairly.1

More specifically, we consider a setup in which both the merits of the case and the

parties’ effort levels influence the trial court’s judgment in a litigation contest. The losing

litigant may file appeal, thereafter the victorious litigant may decide whether to defend

her case. If so, the case is tried in the appeals court, which will decide according to a

contest success function similar to that of the trial court, the difference being that not

only the merits and efforts but also the trial court’s judgment will impact on the appeal

court’s judgment. We are particularly interested in how appeals influence the truth-

finding and rent-seeking aspects of litigation in equilibrium. Moreover, we seek to shed

light on how the possibility of appeal bears on incentives to file the case. Our starting

point for our analysis is the classic litigation contest setup introduced in Hirshleifer and

Osborne (2001), which we complement by a second contest stage that results only when

both parties call for it.

We find that the possibility of appeal induces the litigant with the better case to

spend more effort in the court of first instance than the other litigant. This results

from an asymmetry of what is at stake in trial court for the plaintiff and defendant.

1In fact, allowing employees to appeal is part of codes of practice set by organizations such as ACAS

in the UK (e.g., ACAS (2015)), and may involve resorting to external tribunals.
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Litigants will anticipate that the favorite’s (underdog’s) winning in trial court will reduce

(increase) both litigants’ rent seeking incentives in the appeals stage. The fact that higher

anticipated efforts move litigants’ stakes in trial in opposite directions (as they lower the

benefit from winning for the plaintiff but make winning all the more important for the

defendant) then implies asymmetric rent-seeking incentives in trial. This asymmetry in

litigation efforts distorts the winning probabilities away from what the quality of the

cases would justify. In other terms, in our setup, the possibility of appeal indeed harms

justice in many circumstances.

Turning to the total litigation effort, we find that the intuition that the possibility of

appeals increases effort is confirmed in many, but not all circumstances. In other terms,

there are circumstances in which the two-stage litigation creates less rent-seeking than the

one-stage benchmark model. We thereby highlight that the workings of appeal systems

are more complex than is commonly understood because – in a very simple model – we

are able to establish the surprising result that appeals may harm justice and imply lower

litigation costs.

Last, we compare incentives to use each level of jurisdictions to the incentives in a

single-level judicial system. We show that a victorious plaintiff benefits from the winner’s

head start in the appeals compared to a single-level system, which is not true for victorious

defendants when the merits of the case are sufficiently strongly in favor of the plaintiff.

In contrast, losing in trial court implies lower benefits for both contestants than in a

single-level system. As for the decision to bring suit in the first place, we find that the

possibility of appeals may increase access to justice for plaintiffs with highly meritorious

cases even if total rent seeking (i.e., equilibrium effort) is higher than in a single-level

system.

This paper is related to three strands of literature. First, we consider the impact of

the possibility of appeals on litigants’ choices. Most of the existing economic literature

on appeals is concerned with their effect on judges’ choices (for instance, Spitzer and

Talley (2000), Daughety and Reinganum (2000), Levy (2005), Shavell (2007), Shavell

(2006) or Iossa and Palumbo (2007)) or focuses on the losing litigant’s incentives to

file appeal (Shavell (1995), Shavell (2010)). The only exception that we are aware of

is Wohlschlegel (2014), who analyzes the effect of the appeals system on pretrial and

posttrial settlement bargaining by asymmetrically informed litigants, taking litigation

costs as given. By contrast, we endogenize litigation costs while assuming for simplicity

that litigants are symmetrically informed and cannot settle out of court. Hence, both

papers are complementary.

Second, we adopt the notion that litigation can be conceptualized as a (potentially

biased) contest. Katz (1988) introduced the argument that the merits of the case will
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interact with parties’ litigation effort with respect to the trial outcome in a way that can be

represented by a contest success function with a bias. The use of a biased contest success

function is by now well-established in the related literature. For example, Chen and Wang

(2007) rely on it when they explore fee-shifting rules with contingency fees, and Bernardo,

Talley, and Welch (2000) – in their study of legal presumptions within the corporate and

commercial context – are interested in the influence of the bias on ex-ante incentives and

costly litigation. Farmer and Pecorino (1999) make use of Katz’s biased contest success

function to analyze differences between the American rule of allocating legal costs and

the English one, also elaborating on litigants’ participation constraints.2 In much of the

literature on litigation contests, participation constraints are not treated explicitly (see,

e.g., Baik and Kim (2007a),Baik and Kim (2007b), Parisi (2002), Wärneryd (2000)),

but they will be important for our analysis. Hirshleifer and Osborne (2001) introduce

a Litigation Success Function that parameterizes the degree of fault satisfying certain

sensible features, and propose a normative criterion of justice that is best served when

the plaintiff’ winning probability fully reveals the merits of the plaintiff’s case. We will

adopt their Litigation Success Function (LSF) and refer to their normative criterion in

our analysis.

Last, since we analyze a model in which litigants may interact in two litigation con-

tests, the trial stage and the appeal stage, our analysis is related to the theoretical liter-

ature on dynamic contests. Repeated contests have been considered in the literature on

contests. Münster (2009), for example, considers the case in which two contestants with

private information about their valuation of winning the contest interact in two rounds

where a price is won in each round. In contrast to this and other contributions with a

dynamic setting such as Powell (2007) and Slantchev (2010), parties are symmetrically

informed in our setup. In a model with symmetric information, Yildirim (2005) finds

that the result about the underdog moving first and the favorite moving second in con-

test games with endogenous timing no longer results when parties may expend effort in

stage 1 and stage 2 after having observed first-stage effort and the contest is determined

by total effort. In our model, litigants must invest effort to influence the probability of

winning at trial court and then again in order to convince the appeal court (if that stage

is reached at all). Gershkov and Perry (2009) consider a designer who seeks to maximize

litigation effort in a two-stage two-agent tournament and may use a midterm review in

addition to the final review. They establish, for instance, that the weight that should be

assigned to the midterm review in determining the agents’ ranking should be the smaller

2Luppi and Parisi (2012) provide an analysis of litigation effort and participation choices closely related

to that by Farmer and Pecorino (1999), however, focusing on the common law efficiency hypothesis and

using a contest success function without bias.
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the more effective the first-stage effort is in determining the final review’s outcome.

The paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 presents the model assumptions.

In section 3, the equilibrium is determined for different parameter constellations. These

results are used in section 4 to discuss the impact of the appeals system on justice,

equilibrium rent seeking incentives and access to justice. Section 5 summarizes and

discusses possible extensions.

2 The Model

We analyze a plaintiff’s (’she’) and a defendant’s (’he’) decisions of how much effort

to expend in litigation that may comprise a trial and an appeals stage, along with the

plaintiff’s decision of whether to file suit and the losing litigant’s decision of whether to

file appeal. The litigation concerns the possible payment of a fixed judgment from the

defendant to the plaintiff. The trial and appeals judgments will depend stochastically

on both litigants’ effort choices and the merits of the case, which is unknown to both

courts but perfectly observable by both litigants. In addition to the merits of the case,

the appeals court’s judgment will also directly depend on the trial court’s judgment.

Timing The game consists of the following steps:

1. Filing suit: The plaintiff decides whether to file suit, and the defendant decides

whether to defend himself.

2. Trial: Litigants invest effort in trial, and the trial judgment is determined and

announced.

3. Filing appeal: The litigant who lost in trial decides whether to file appeal, and the

winning litigant decides whether to actually go to court if appeal has been filed.

4. Appeal: Litigants invest effort in appeals court, and the appeals judgment is deter-

mined and announced.

5. Payoffs are realized.

In stage 1, we are considering the following sequence of steps: The plaintiff first decides

whether to file suit. If she does not, the game ends with no damages being paid, whereas

if she does, the defendant chooses whether or not to defend himself. If he does not, the

game ends, and he pays damages to the plaintiff. If he does, the plaintiff decides whether

to indeed take the case to court or to withdraw. If she withdraws, the game ends with no

damages being paid. If she takes the case to court, the game proceeds to stage 2. Using
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this microstructure for the filing stages 1 and 3, we are taking account of the fact that

there is little commitment power. For instance, a plaintiff might bring suit even if the

lawsuit has negative expected value for her, hoping the defendant won’t defend himself if

his expected payoff from going to court is also negative (which may be the case if court

fees and equilibrium efforts are high). In our setup, such an action would not be credible,

since the plaintiff can withdraw the action should the defendant decide to defend himself,

which the defendant will anticipate and defend himself even if the lawsuit had negative

expected value for him.3

In stage 2, plaintiff and defendant simultaneously determine trial litigation efforts

pT and dT , respectively. Litigation effort is a one-dimensional index of inputs such as

attorney hours, pages of documentation, etc. We abstract from any agency issues in

the litigant-attorney relationship (see, e.g., Wärneryd (2000)). Stage 2 is concluded by

a move of nature regarding the trial court’s judgment according to a contest success

function specified below.

In stage 3, the sequence of stage 1 is repeated where the party defeated in trial first

decides whether to bring the appeal, the victorious litigant in trial chooses whether or

not to defend in front of the appeals court, and the defeated party ultimately decides

about actually filing the appeal.

In stage 4, plaintiff and defendant simultaneously determine appeals litigation efforts

pA and dA, respectively. The appeal court’s decision results from a contest success func-

tion where both the merits of the case and the trial court’s judgment interact with contest

effort.

The Contest Success Function at the Trial and the Appeals Stage We build

upon previous analyses of litigation contests by considering the possibility of appeal.

With regard to the trial court’s judgment, we follow the previous literature and assume

that the plaintiff’s winning probability is4

πT (pT , dT , Y ) =
pτTY

pτTY + dτT (1− Y )
, (1)

where Y ∈ (0, 1) represents the level of defendant fault, that is, the merits of the plaintiff’s

case. Note that the standard approach in this literature, which we adopt, is to view courts

as “black boxes” deciding cases with the aforementioned probability rather than as active

decision-makers. The force exponent τ ∈ (0, 1] weights the relative importance of effort

versus fault in determining the trial outcome.

3A similar game structure is also used by Nalebuff (1987) in order to impose credibility of pretrial

settlement offers.
4See, for instance, Farmer and Pecorino (1999) or Hirshleifer and Osborne (2001).
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Turning to the eventual judgment of the appeal’s court, we assume that

πA(pA, dA, Z(ℓ)) =
pαAZ(ℓ)

pαAZ(ℓ) + dαA(1− Z(ℓ))
, (2)

where

Z(ℓ) := λℓ+ (1− λ)Y (3)

denotes the strength of the plaintiff’s case in the appeals court. Thus, we follow the

literature on litigation contests by assuming that the contest success function is biased,

but we assume that this bias is not only based on the true merits Y of the case but also

on the trial judgment ℓ, where ℓ = 1 (ℓ = 0) when the plaintiff (defendant) prevailed in

trial court.5 λ ∈ (0, 1) is the weight with which the trial judgment impacts on Z(ℓ).

The assumption that the trial judgment has a direct impact on the success probabili-

ties in the appeals stage reflects the fact that, in reality, appeals decisions are never made

completely independent of earlier decisions. The most obvious reason for this is that the

purpose of appeals courts is to correct potential errors at the trial stage, and that the

scope for this appellate error correction is limited by law in most jurisdictions.6 Further-

more, it appears likely that there will be a bias towards confirming the decision of the

trial court due to, for example, respect for the other tribunal, an interest in establishing

trust in verdicts, and an ingroup bias stemming from a shared identity with the other

legal decision-maker. Since the impact of the trial judgment varies across jurisdictions,7

we use λ to measure the scope of appellate review. By allowing for different weights λ,

we can therefore distinguish scenarios in which the appeals court is not very much con-

strained by the decision of and the facts established at the court of first instance (small

levels of λ) from cases in which the lower court’s decision has a strong influence (high λ).

As another potential difference between success probabilities on trial and appeals

levels, our model allows for the possibility that the appeals court’s decision may be

influenced by effort to a lesser extent by having α ≤ τ .

Payoffs The risk-neutral plaintiff and defendant litigate over the payment of damages

normalized to 1. We will obtain circumstances in which the defendant agrees to transfer

damages without creating additional costs (specifically, when the plaintiff wants to file

5Note that this potential bias does not make the appeals system inherently inaccurate. We will show

that, for symmetric contest efforts, the ex-ante probability that the plaintiff wins a case that is appealed

(i.e., the probability before suit is even filed) is Y , as is the probability for symmetric efforts in the

standard, one-stage litigation.
6In the US, for instance, the Seventh Amendment of the Constitution confines error correction by

appeals courts to questions of law rather than facts previously determined by a jury.
7Civil law countries often allow for some new fact finding even in the appeals court, and some appellate

fact finding has recently been observed even in the U.S. (Bassett (2002)).
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the case but the defendant would rather not defend in trial court). But, more generally,

parties will incur costs in the legal battle. The trial (appeal) stage is associated with

fixed court costs amounting to cT (cA) for both litigants (i.e., we assume that the so-

called American rule of cost allocation applies). Litigation effort creates linear costs in

monetary terms precisely at the level of effort (i.e., we assume that the marginal effort

cost is equal to one).

In summary, both litigants’ payoffs are zero if the plaintiff does not file suit or with-

draws the case, and the plaintiff’s payoff is 1 and the defendant’s is -1 if the plaintiff files

suit but the defendant does not defend himself. If the case goes to trial, payoffs are

WP (pT ; dT ) = πT (pT , dT ;Y )V 1
P + (1− πT (pT , dT ;Y ))V 0

P − pT − cT (4)

WD(dT ; pT ) = πT (pT , dT ;Y )V 1
D + (1− πT (pT , dT ;Y ))V 0

D − dT − cT , (5)

where V ℓ
i denotes litigant i’s continuation payoff after the trial has ended. In particular,

V ℓ
P = ℓ = −V ℓ

D if appeal is not filed or withdrawn, V ℓ
P = 1−ℓ = −V ℓ

D if appeal is filed but

the victorious litigant in trial does not defend, and V ℓ
P = πA(pA, dA;Z(ℓ))−pA−cA =: Aℓ

P

and V ℓ
D = −πA(pA, dA;Z(ℓ)) − pD − cA =: Aℓ

D if the case actually goes to the appeals

court.

3 Characterization of Equilibrium

We proceed by backward induction and suppose that the plaintiff had filed suit in stage

1, the trial court judgment was ℓ ∈ {0, 1}, and the litigant who had lost in trial court

filed appeal.

Effort in Appeals Court The subgame at the appeals stage is identical to the lit-

igation contests discussed in Farmer and Pecorino (1999) and Hirshleifer and Osborne

(2001), with Z(ℓ) representing the merits of the case, and damages at stake and the

marginal cost of effort set equal to 1. Parties seek to

max
pA

πA(pA, dA, Y, ℓ)− pA (6)

max
dA

−πA(pA, dA, Y, ℓ)− dA. (7)

The following results obtain (as established in Hirshleifer and Osborne (2001), for exam-

ple).

Proposition 1 Given trial court judgment ℓ, there exists a unique equilibrium in pure

strategies for the effort choices in the appeals court given by

pℓA = dℓA = αZ(ℓ)(1− Z(ℓ)). (8)
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The plaintiff wins with probability πA = Z(ℓ). Equilibrium payoffs in this subgame are

Aℓ
P = Z(ℓ)[1− α(1− Z(ℓ))]− cA (9)

Aℓ
D = −Z(ℓ)[1 + α(1− Z(ℓ))]− cA. (10)

Equilibrium payoffs (9) and (10) are the continuation payoffs after trial for cases that go

to the appeals court, as defined in Section 2.

Appeals Decision In this step, we analyze the decision by the litigant who lost in

trial whether to file appeal, and the winning litigant’s decision of whether to give in or

to actually proceed to the appeals court, using backwards induction.

Suppose first that the defendant has won in trial (ℓ = 0), the plaintiff has filed appeal,

and the defendant has decided to defend himself. The plaintiff may either indeed take

the case to the appeals court, which yields her A0
P , or withdraw the appeal, which yields

her zero. Hence, the plaintiff will take the case to the appeals court if and only if A0
P ≥ 0.

Consider now the defendant’s decision of whether to defend himself after the plaintiff

has filed appeal. Defending himself yields him A0
D if A0

P ≥ 0, and zero if A0
P < 0.

Alternatively, he may just agree to pay damages to the plaintiff without taking the case

to the appeals court, in which case the payoff is −1. Hence, the defendant will not defend

himself if and only if A0
P ≥ 0 and A0

D < −1.

Last, consider the plaintiff’s decision of whether to file appeal. Not filing appeal

yields her zero payoff with certainty. If A0
P ≥ 0 and A0

D < −1, she anticipates that the

defendant will not defend himself, so that filing appeal yields her a payoff of 1, which

she prefers to not filing appeal. If A0
P ≥ 0 and A0

D ≥ −1, the case will go to court if

she files appeal and yield her A0
P , which is positive by definition of this case, so that she

strictly prefers filing appeal. If A0
P < 0 and the plaintiff files appeal, the defendant will

defend himself, but the plaintiff will eventually withdraw the appeal. In this last case,

the plaintiff is indifferent between filing and not filing appeal.8 However, no matter how

she decides, the outcome of this substep will be that the case does not go to the appeals

court, and she does not receive any damages.

The analysis is similar for the case that the plaintiff has won in trial (ℓ = 1). If

A1
D ≥ −1, the defendant is always better off when filing appeal, no matter whether the

plaintiff is anticipated to go to court or to give in. In the opposite case A1
D < −1,

the defendant is indifferent between filing and not filing appeal, since he anticipates to

withdraw the appeal eventually even if he files appeal, but he will pay damages without

the case going to the appeals court.

8Recall that we disregard the pure filing costs for simplicity, and focus on the court fees for the actual

court proceedings.
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In summary, the continuation values of the game after stage 2 are, depending on the

trial judgment ℓ:

V 0
P =


max{A0

P , 0}, if A0
D ≥ −1;

1, if A0
D < −1 and A0

P ≥ 0;

0, otherwise.

(11)

V 0
D =

{
max{A0

D,−1}, if A0
P ≥ 0;

0, otherwise.
(12)

V 1
P =

{
max{A1

P , 0}, if A1
D ≥ −1;

1, otherwise.
(13)

V 1
D =


max{A1

D,−1}, if A1
P ≥ 0;

0, if A1
P < 0 and A1

D ≥ −1;

−1, otherwise.

(14)

Effort in Trial Court In stage 2 of the game, litigants simultaneously decide how

much effort to exert so as to increase their probabilities of winning in trial. The key

difference of this step of our game to the one-stage litigation contests analyzed in the

previous literature is in what is at stake in the contest. Winning at trial does not settle

the question of whether or not damages will be paid, but rather implies the continuation

payoffs V ℓ
i derived in the previous paragraph. Hence, recalling (4) and (5), the plaintiff’s

and the defendant’s objective functions when choosing their effort in trial court are

WP (pT ; dT ) = V 0
P + πT (pT , dT )SP − pT − cT (15)

WD(dT ; pT ) = V 0
D + πT (pT , dT )SD − dT − cT . (16)

where Si := V 1
i − V 0

i denote each litigant i’s difference in continuation payoffs after

winning and losing in trial, and πT (·) is the CSF for the trial judgment defined in (1).

The Nash-Cournot equilibrium for this contest is obtained by taking the first derivatives of

each litigant’s objective function with respect to their effort choices, and finding the pair

of effort choices for which both of these derivatives are zero. The following proposition

presents the equilibrium effort choices in closed form and characterizes aspects of this

equilibrium.

Proposition 2 Let κ := −SD

SP
denote the ratio between the defendant’s and the plaintiff’s

stakes in trial. There exists a unique equilibrium in pure strategies for the effort choices

in the trial court given by

p∗T = τY (1− Y )
SPκ

τ

[Y + (1− Y )κτ ]2
=

d∗T
κ

(17)
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and in which the plaintiff wins with probability

π∗
T =

Y

Y + κτ (1− Y )
. (18)

Equilibrium payoffs generated in this subgame are

ŴP = V 0
P +

Y [Y + (1− τ)(1− Y )κτ ]

[Y + (1− Y )κτ ]2
SP − cT (19)

ŴD = V 0
D +

Y [Y + (1 + τ)(1− Y )κτ ]

[Y + (1− Y )κτ ]2
SD − cT . (20)

Proof. Recall that plaintiff and defendant seek to

max
pT

VP = V 0
P + πTSP − pT (21)

max
dT

VD = V 0
D + πTSD − dT , (22)

where Si = V 1
i − V 0

i . The first-order conditions are

SP
τY (1− Y )pτ−1

T dτT
[pτTY + dτT (1− Y )]2

= 1 (23)

SD
τY (1− Y )pτTd

τ−1
T

[pτTY + dτT (1− Y )]2
= 1. (24)

Solving this system of equation yields the equilibrium efforts (17), and substituting for

the equilibrium efforts in the CSF and the payoff functions yields the remaining results.

Decision of Filing Suit In the first step of the game, the plaintiff decides whether

to file suit. If she does, the defendant may defend himself and, if so, the plaintiff has

an opportunity to withdraw the case if she wishes so. Strategically, these decisions are

similar to the appeals decision analyzed above in Step 3 of the game for the case in which

the plaintiff has lost in trial: In both situations, the plaintiff won’t receive anything unless

she files suit (appeal), but will get full damages with certainty if she files suit (appeals)

and the defendant does not defend himself. Hence, depending on the equilibrium payoffs

in the trial contest given by (19) and (20), the case will go to trial court if and only if

VP ≥ 0 and VD ≥ −1, the plaintiff files suit without the defendant defending himself if

VP ≥ 0 and VD < −1, and the plaintiff won’t file suit otherwise. The expected equilibrium

payoffs before the game starts are, therefore,

WP =


max{ŴP , 0}, if VD ≥ −1;

1, if VD < −1 and VP ≥ 0;

0, otherwise.

(25)

WD =

{
max{ŴD,−1}, if VP ≥ 0;

0, otherwise.
(26)
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Relevant Parameter Ranges In the preceding analysis, we have presented the ex-

ante expected equilibrium payoffs (25) and (26) in terms of the trial stage’s expected

equilibrium payoffs (19) and (20), which, in turn, depend on the expected equilibrium

continuation payoffs (11) – (14), which depend on the expected payoffs in the appeals

stage (9) and (10). None of these payoffs are presented in terms of the parameter values.

Hence, this paragraph is concerned with relating the equilibrium of the entire game to

parameter ranges. Let us first state the expected payoffs in the appeals stage (9) and

(10) in terms of the basic model parameters:

A0
P = (1− λ)Y [1− α(1− (1− λ)Y )]− cA (27)

A0
D + 1 = [1− (1− λ)Y ][1− α(1− λ)Y )]− cA (28)

A1
P = [1− (1− λ)(1− Y )][1− α(1− λ)(1− Y )]− cA (29)

A1
D + 1 = (1− λ)(1− Y )[1− α(1− (1− λ)(1− Y ))]− cA (30)

As for this, note that

Aℓ
D + 1 = 1− 2Z(ℓ) + Aℓ

P . (31)

Using the definition of Z(ℓ), the following comparisons of the Al
i, i = p, d can be estab-

lished:

Lemma 1 (a) If 0 ≤ Y < 1−2λ
2−2λ

, then A0
P < A1

P < A1
D + 1 < A0

D + 1.

(b) If 1−2λ
2−2λ

≤ Y < 1
2
, then A0

P < A1
D + 1 ≤ A1

P < A0
D + 1.

(c) If 1
2
≤ Y < 1

2−2λ
, then A1

D + 1 ≤ A0
P < A0

D + 1 ≤ A1
P .

(d) If 1
2−2λ

≤ Y < 1, then A1
D + 1 < A0

D + 1 ≤ A0
P < A1

P .

Proof. Note first that A0
P < A1

P and A1
D < A0

D. Using (31), A1
D +1−A1

P = 1− 2Z(1) =

1−2λ− (2−2λ)Y ≤ 0 if and only if Y ≥ 1−2λ
2−2λ

. Furthermore, A0
D+1−A0

P = 1−2Z(0) =

1− (2− 2λ)Y ≤ 0 if and only if Y ≥ 1
2−2λ

. A1
D + 1−A0

P = (1− λ)(1− 2Y )(1− λα) ≤ 0

if and only if Y ≥ 1
2
. Last, A0

D + 1 − A1
P = (1 − λ)(1 − 2Y )(1 + λα) ≤ 0 if and only if

Y ≥ 1
2
.

Next, we use Lemma 1 to fully describe possible equilibria:

Proposition 3 (i) If 0 ≤ max{A0
P , A

1
D +1}, then a case in trial will go to the appeals

court with certainty. Furthermore, V ℓ
i = Aℓ

i and Si = A1
i − A0

i . Contest stakes are

asymmetric at the trial stage when Y ̸= 1/2 where

κ =
1 + α(1− λ)(1− 2Y )

1− α(1− λ)(1− 2Y )
.
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(ii) If A0
P < 0 ≤ min{A1

P , A
1
D+1}, then a case in trial will go to the appeals court if and

only if the plaintiff wins in trial. If the defendant wins in trial, then the plaintiff

will not file appeal. Furthermore, V 0
i = 0, V 1

i = A1
i , and Si = A1

i . This case can

arise only if Y < 1
2
. Contest stakes are asymmetric at the trial stage where

κ =
1 + α(1− λ)(1− 2Y ) + cA
1− α(1− λ)(1− 2Y )− cA

> 1.

(iii) If A1
D + 1 < 0 ≤ min{A0

P , A
0
D + 1}, then a case in trial will go to the appeals court

if and only if the defendant wins in trial. If the plaintiff wins in trial, then the

defendant will not file appeal. Furthermore, V 0
i = A0

i , V
1
P = 1 = −V 1

D, SP = 1−A0
P ,

and SD = −1 − A0
D. This case can arise only if Y > 1

2
. Contest stakes are

asymmetric at the trial stage where

κ =
1 + α(1− λ)(1− 2Y )− cA
1− α(1− λ)(1− 2Y ) + cA

< 1.

(iv) If A1
P < 0 ≤ A1

D+1 or A0
D+1 < 0 ≤ A0

P , a case in trial will never go to the appeals

court. If the first (second) condition holds, the plaintiff (defendant) does not file

appeal after losing in trial and does not take the case further even after winning

in trial, in which case appeal is filed by the losing litigant. If the first (second)

condition holds, then V ℓ
i = 0 (V ℓ

P = 1 = −V ℓ
D). For both conditions, Si = 0. The

first (second) condition can only be satisfied if Y < 1−2λ
2−2λ

(
Y ≥ 1

2−2λ

)
. Such disputes

do not reach the trial stage.

(v) If max{A0
P , A

1
D+1} < 0, appeal will not be filed, so that the trial judgment is upheld.

Hence, V 0
i = 0, V 1

P = 1 = −V 1
D, and SP = 1 = −SD. The equilibrium is equivalent

to that from one-stage litigation with force parameter τ and court fees cT .

Proposition 3 distinguishes five scenarios where the case may reach the appeals stage

only in scenarios (i)-(iii). Despite the fact that litigants struggle over a damages payment

of common value, contest stakes at the trial stage are asymmetric. Litigation that falls

in scenario (iv) is not even filed at the court of first instance whereas cases from scenario

(v) will never proceed to the second stage of the two-stage litigation.

Note that all the Aℓ
i that define the scenarios discussed in Proposition 3 are the payoffs

from the expected appeals court judgment net of effort costs and the fixed appeals court

fees cA. Hence, these scenarios can be interpreted in terms of these court fees. When

appeals court fees are “prohibitively” high, we obtain scenario (v) in which neither litigant

would ever file appeal and the trial judgment is always upheld. Anticipating this, litigants

know that the trial court judgment is final, so that the equilibrium decisions in trial will

be the same as in a one-stage litigation contest.
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When the costs of an appeal are somewhat lower, scenario (iv) is obtained where one

of the litigants would like to file appeal after losing in trial court but the other litigant

would avoid going to the appeals court even after winning in trial. Anticipating that he

won’t even try and defend a trial judgment in his favor, there is no point in going to

trial either, even if the trial court fees cT are negligible. In other terms, the possibility of

appeal may deter some plaintiffs from filing cases with merit. We will elaborate on this

and other themes in our discussion presented in the next section.

4 Discussion of Results

In this section, we will examine the impact of the possibility of appeal on the equilibrium

outcome by comparing certain features of our equilibrium with those of the equilibrium

in the standard, one-stage litigation contest discussed, for instance, in Hirshleifer and

Osborne (2001).

Justice The normative evaluation of the litigation contest’s equilibrium may take into

account very different aspects. A criterion used in the bulk of the contest literature is

the sum of contest efforts, a topic we will address below. In the context of litigation

contests, the relationship between the underlying facts of the case and the trial outcome

is an important additional issue. Accordingly, Hirshleifer and Osborne (2001) propose

that justice obtains in their setup when the plaintiff’s winning probability is equal to the

level of defendant fault or the merits of the case Y . The benchmark case for our analysis

in which there is a litigation contest only at one stage would yield that the plaintiff’s

winning probability is exactly equal to Y , thereby performing ideally with regards to the

justice criterion.

In our analysis of the sequence of the trial stage and the appeal stage, we find that

cases which reach both types of court feature an equilibrium winning probability for

the plaintiff at the appeal stage equal to Z(ℓ), depending on the trial judgment ℓ. Of

course, the equilibrium probability of each trial judgment, and whether the case is taken

to the appeals court in the first place, depends on the scenario from Proposition 3 in

which parameters fall. One important scenario for comparison is that in which the case

always reaches both the trial and the appeal stage (scenario (i) in Proposition 3) as this

is the clear opposite of the standard one-stage litigation. In this scenario, the plaintiff’s

expected winning probability is

π∗ = Eπ∗
A = E[Z(ℓ)] = π∗

TZ(1) + (1− π∗
T )Z(0) = (1− λ)Y + λπ∗

T . (32)

Hence, the appeals system’s impact on justice depends on the plaintiff’s probability of
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winning in trial court: Justice is retained if π∗
T = Y , whereas the expected outcome is

biased towards the plaintiff (defendant) if π∗
T > Y (π∗

T < Y ).

The following proposition builds on Propositions 2 and 3:

Proposition 4 (a) If 0 ≤ max{A0
P , A

1
D+1}, a plaintiff’s ex-ante probability of winning

a case of strength Y is π∗ > (<)Y in equilibrium if and only if Y > (<) 1/2.

(b) If A0
P < 0 ≤ min{A1

P , A
1
D + 1} (which necessitates Y < 1/2), a plaintiff’s ex-ante

probability of winning a case of strength Y is π∗ < Y in equilibrium.

(c) If A1
D + 1 < 0 ≤ min{A0

P , A
0
D + 1} (which necessitates Y > 1/2), a plaintiff’s

ex-ante probability of winning a case of strength Y is π∗ > Y in equilibrium.

(d) If max{A0
P , A

1
D + 1} < 0, a plaintiff’s ex-ante probability of winning a case of

strength Y is π∗ = Y in equilibrium.

Proof. Parts (a) and (d) are immediately implied by Propositions 2 and 3 (together

with equation (32) for Part (a)). To see part (b), we have that π∗ = π∗
TZ(1) < Y due to

κ > 1 > λ in this scenario. To see part (c), we have π∗ = π∗
T + (1 − π∗

T )Z(0) > π∗
T > Y

due to κ < 1.

Part (a) means that the equilibrium winning probability of the plaintiff regarding

litigation that certainly reaches the appeals system is different from the merits of the

case and higher (lower) than Y when the plaintiff has the stronger (weaker) case. It

is important to note that the bias of the expected appeals judgment identified in part

(a) of Proposition 4 is entirely due to litigants’ equilibrium choices rather than due to

the assumed impact of the trial judgment on the appeals judgment: If litigants’ efforts in

each level of jurisdiction were symmetric, the plaintiff’s expected probability of prevailing

would be equal to Y , as is the case in the one-stage model. However, in our model with

appeals the favorite has an incentive to make a larger effort in trial, because there is more

at stake for her: Proposition 2 implies that the ratio of litigation efforts at the trial stage

is d∗T = κp∗T , where

κ =
1 + α(1− λ)(1− 2Y )

1− α(1− λ)(1− 2Y )
(33)

when all cases reach the appeal stage (scenario (i) in Proposition 3), which shows that

symmetry results only when Y = 1/2.

The stakes of the trial stage are equal to the difference between expected payoffs after

winning and losing in trial, Si = A1
i −A0

i . They consist of the difference in the expected

damages to be paid or received – the absolute value of which would be identical if litigants’

trial efforts were symmetric – and the difference in anticipated efforts in appeal. Recall
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that equilibrium efforts in appeals court are symmetric and the higher the closer Z(ℓ)

is to 1/2. Hence, both litigants’ equilibrium efforts in the appeals court tend to be low

(high) when the favorite (underdog) won in trial.9 However, this difference in anticipated

equilibrium efforts at the appeals stage affect SP and SD in different directions: For

instance, if the plaintiff is the favorite (Y > 1/2), anticipating a lower (higher) effort after

winning (losing) in the trial court increases SP and, thereby, the plaintiff’s effort incentive

in trial. By contrast, anticipating a lower (higher) effort after the plaintiff’s winning

(losing) the case in trial court decreases the absolute level of SD and thus defendant

effort in trial.

Parts (b) and (c) of Proposition 4 deal with scenarios in which only one of the litigants

has incentives to appeal after trial. The fact that only one type of trial judgment is ever

appealed already creates an obvious bias in the potentially appealing litigant’s favor.

Furthermore, this bias makes the potentially appealing litigant invest more aggressively

in trial, which adds to the bias in the overall probability of winning the case.

Litigation effort In our setup, the use of resources in litigation is an inefficient attempt

at rent-seeking because the plaintiff’s winning probability without either litigant spending

would be equal to the defendant’s fault. Accordingly, procedural changes that lower the

total level of litigation effort and do not influence the justice attributes would be clearly

efficiency enhancing.

In the benchmark scenario, there is only one litigation contest in which contestants

fight over where the judgment falls. In our analysis, we consider a sequence of the

trial stage and the appeals stage where contestants at the appeals stage similarly fight

over where the judgment falls. At the earlier trial stage, litigants compete for the head

start granted by the victory at the court of first instance. The following proposition

establishes that litigants’ joint equilibrium effort in each of these stages is smaller than

joint equilibrium effort in the single-stage model. In order to avoid excessive distinctions,

we focus on the scenario where the dispute is anticipated to reach the appeals court with

certainty, i.e. the appeals system is allowed to have maximum impact. Furthermore, we

assume τ = α in order to be able to compare the models in a meaningful way.

Proposition 5 Suppose that 0 ≤ max{A0
P , A

1
D + 1} (i.e., scenario (i) of Proposition 3)

applies and that τ = α holds. Both total trial litigation effort and expected total appeal

litigation effort are weakly lower than total litigation effort in the one-stage litigation

benchmark.

9Following the convention in the contest literature such as Dixit (1987), we call the plaintiff (defen-

dant) the favorite if Y > 1/2 (Y < 1/2). The reference favorite is to the party who wins in the one-stage

contest with simultaneous moves with a probability greater than one half.
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Proof. Using Proposition 2, joint equilibrium efforts in the trial stage are

p∗T + d∗T = αY (1− Y )
(SP − SD)κ

τ

[Y + (1− Y )κτ ]2

= α2λπ∗
T (1− π∗

T )

< 2αY (1− Y ),

where SP − SD = 2λ, π∗
T (1 − π∗

T ) < Y (1 − Y ) due to the higher bias as explained in

Proposition 4, and λ < 1.

Expected total appeal effort is

E[p∗A(ℓ) + d∗A(ℓ)] = 2αE[Z(ℓ)(1− Z(ℓ)]

= 2α [E[Z(ℓ)](1− E[Z(ℓ)]) + Cov(Z(ℓ), 1− Z(ℓ))]

< 2αE[Z(ℓ)](1− E[Z(ℓ)])

< 2αY (1− Y ) = p∗B + d∗B (34)

where the first inequality follows from Cov(Z(ℓ), 1 − Z(ℓ)) < 0. With respect to the

second inequality, it follows from (32) and the definition of π∗
T that π∗

T < Y and thus

E[Z(ℓ)] < Y when Y < 1/2 and π∗
T > Y and thus E[Z(ℓ)] > Y when Y > 1/2.

In trial, there is less at stake than in the one-stage litigation model, because the

outcome in the latter case is that damages are either awarded or not awarded, whereas the

plaintiff winning (losing) in trial in the two-stage litigation can still mean that damages

will not be paid (be paid) with some probability. Hence, the difference in payoffs after

winning and losing in trial are different than that difference in the one-stage litigation

model. To see why ex-ante expected joint appeals effort are lower than efforts in the

one-stage setup, recall that effort is the lower the farther away the strength of the case

is from 1/2. Since the ex-ante expected strength of the case in the appeals court is, in

equilibrium, biased towards values that are farther away from 1/2 than Y is, the result

follows.

Let us now turn to the overall equilibrium efforts including both the trial and the

appeals stage. The following proposition establishes that they can be larger or smaller

than efforts in the one-stage model, and that they are more likely to be smaller than in

the one-stage model if α is larger:

Proposition 6 Suppose that 0 ≤ max{A0
P , A

1
D + 1} (i.e., scenario (i) of Proposition 3)

applies and that τ = α holds. The difference between total litigants’ equilibrium effort in

the two-stage litigation and equilibrium effort 2αY (1− Y ) in the one-stage litigation is

(a) positive for Y = 1/2 or sufficiently small α,
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(b) strictly decreasing in α if Y ̸= 1/2, and

(c) negative for some parameter values and α sufficiently close to 1.

Proof. Total litigants’ equilibrium effort in the two-stage litigation is

p∗T + d∗T + π∗
T (p

1
A + d1A) + (1− π∗

T )(p
0
A + d0A)

=2α[λπ∗
T (1− π∗

T ) + (1− λ) {Y (1− Y (1− λ)) + π∗
Tλ(1− 2Y )}],

(35)

which is larger than joint effort in the one-stage litigation model if and only if the term

in solid brackets in (35) is larger than Y (1− Y ).

Part (a): If Y = 1/2, we obtain π∗ = Y = 1/2 such that the term in solid brackets in

(35) becomes λY (1− Y ) + (1− λ)(1− Y (1− λ)) which is larger than Y (1− Y ) proving

part (a).

Part (b): The derivative of the term in solid brackets in (35) with respect to α may be

stated as

λ
dπ∗

T

dα
[(1− 2π∗

T ) + (1− λ)(1− 2Y )] .

When Y < 1/2, we have that π∗
T < Y and dπ∗

T/dα = −Y (1 − Y )ln(κ)κα/(Y + (1 −
Y )κα)2 < 0 since κ > 1, implying the negative sign. When Y > 1/2, we have that

π∗
T > Y and dπ∗

T/dα > 0 (since κ > 1), implying the negative sign.

Part (c): Considering the scenario in which α = 1, the difference is negative, for instance,

when λ = 1/4 and either Y < .21 or Y > .78, λ = 1/2 and either Y < .19 or Y > .80,

and when λ = 3/4 and either Y < .17 or Y > .82.

We find that overall litigation effort is unambiguously higher in the sequence of trial

and appeals court than in the one-stage litigation benchmark when the merits of the

plaintiff’s case are about Y = 1/2. This is intuitive. However, the reverse is possible for

some configurations of (Y, λ). The difference between the overall effort when appeals are

possible to the level when appeals are not possible is decreasing in the force parameter

whenever there is a favorite/underdog configuration (i.e., when Y ̸= 1/2). This is due

to the fact that the asymmetries between litigants (which may discourage effort in our

setup) become more pronounced for a greater force parameter. For example, considering

trial effort, we have the direct effect from a greater level of α which similarly shows in

the benchmark case, but additionally there is the influence on π∗
T (1− π∗

T ) which implies

that the greater asymmetry lowers litigants’ effort levels.

Access to Justice A concern that is repeatedly raised by the public is that high litiga-

tion costs may discourage legitimate cases from being brought, thereby restricting access

to justice for some plaintiffs. Since some of the litigation costs are endogenous in our

model, it seems natural to discuss the impact of appeals on access to justice within our
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model. Basically, there are two reasons why a litigant may be more or less inclined to

go to court in a system with appeals than in a single-level system: Changes in equi-

librium outcomes such as equilibrium effort levels or equilibrium winning probabilities,

and changes in the overall court fees. However, this latter channel makes the compar-

ison between both channels somewhat arbitrary, because it would be very sensitive to

assumptions on these court fees under either system.

To avoid this problem, we focus on the first channel by keeping the overall court fees

constant, i.e., we compare the incentives to use each level of jurisdiction in our model with

those to use a single-stage court which charges the same fees c as the respective court in

our model. Let us start with the comparison of the incentives to use the appeals court

with those to use a single stage court if cA = c. The following results hold regardless of

the size of the trial court fees, as long as litigants want to go to trial court in the first

place.

Proposition 7 Suppose that cA is equal to the size c of court fees in a one-level judicial

system.

(a) The plaintiff’s benefit to file appeal after losing in trial are smaller, and her benefit

of defending a win in trial after the defendant’s appeal are larger than her benefit

of filing suit in a single-level judicial system.

(b) The defendant’s benefit of using the appeals court is larger than his benefit from

defending himself in a single-level judicial system if and only if he has won in trial

and Y ≤ 1+α
α(2−λ)

.

Proof. Denote by BP = Y [1 − α(1 − Y )] − c and BD + 1 = (1 − Y )[1 − αY ] − c the

litigants’ benefits of using the single-level court system.

Part (a):

A0
P = (1− λ)Y (1− α) + α(1− λ)2Y 2 − c < Y (1− α) + αY 2 − c = BP

A1
P = (λ(1− Y ) + Y )(1− α(1− Y ) + αλ(1− Y ))− c

= Y (1− α(1− Y ))− c+ αλ(1− Y )Y + λ(1− Y )(1− α(1− λ)(1− Y )) > BP .

Part (b):

A0
D + 1 = 1− Y + λY − αY (1− Y )− αλY (Y − 1 + (1− λ)Y )− c

= BD + 1 + λY (1 + α(1− Y (2− λ)))

A1
D + 1 = (1− Y )(1− αY )− c− αλ(1− λ)(1− Y )2 − λ(1− Y )(1− αY ) < BD + 1.

The first of the above equations implies that A0
D + 1 ≥ BD + 1 if and only if Y ≤ 1+α

α(2−λ)
.
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Proposition 7 is interesting for two reasons: First, it reveals another asymmetry in

the litigants’ incentives: While winning in trial unambiguously increases the plaintiff’s

incentives to use the appeals court compared to a single-level court, the defendant’s

incentives do so only if his fault Y is sufficiently small. To see the intuition for this,

note that the plaintiff’s benefit of going to a single court, Y [1− α(1− Y )]− c, is strictly

increasing in the strength of her case Y . However, the defendant’s benefit of going to a

single court, (1−Y )[1−αY ]−c, has a unique minimum at Y = 1+α
2α

. This difference is due

to the fact that both litigants’ equilibrium effort costs are identical, but the impact of Y

on the equilibrium winning probabilities works in opposite directions for both litigants.

Hence, the defendant’s benefit of going to court may be increasing in his fault if it is

already very high. Since the defendant’s win in trial reduces the strength of the plaintiff’s

case in the appeals court, this may actually reduce the defendant’s benefit of going to

the appeals court compared to a single-level court.

Second, Proposition 7 can be used along with Proposition 3 in order to compare

equilibrium incentives to file suit under the two-levels and the single-level judicial system.

For instance, if the plaintiff has a very strong case
(
Y > max

{
1

2(1−λ)
, 1+α
α(2−λ)

})
, there

exist levels of court fees such that the defendant may still want to defend himself in a

single-level system whereas he would never go to the appeals court with two levels of

jurisdiction, which implies that he wouldn’t defend himself in trial either even if trial

court fees are very low but positive.

The opposite scenario would be a court system in which the court fees charged at

trial level are equal to those in a one-level system, and the appeals court is free. This

absence of appeals court fees immediately implies that the parameters are in scenario

(i) of Proposition 3. Clearly, the bias identified in Proposition 4 makes the two-level

system, ceteris paribus, more (less) attractive for the favorite (underdog) as compared to

a single-level system. Furthermore, the following proposition shows that, in absence of

this bias (i.e., if Y = 1/2), the possibility of appeals reduces both litigants’ incentives to

go to trial court:

Proposition 8 Suppose that cT = c, where c is the court fee in a single-level court

system, and cA = 0.

(a) If Y = 1/2, the plaintiff (defendant) has lower incentives to file suit (higher incen-

tives to defend himself) than in a single-level court system.

(b) If α is sufficiently close to one and Y sufficiently close to one (zero), the plaintiff

(defendant) may have higher incentives to file suit (to defend himself) than in a

single-level court system. This may even be the case if total equilibrium effort is

higher than in the single-level court system.
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Proof. Part (a): Recall BP = Y [1 − α(1 − Y )] − c and BD + 1 = (1 − Y )[1 − αY ] − c.

Hence, if Y = 1/2, then BP = BD + 1 = 1
2
− α

4
. Furthermore, π∗

F = 1/2, SP = −SD = λ

and V 0
i = A0

i . Hence, (19) and (20) imply that

VP = A0
P + π∗

Fλ(π
∗
F + (1− α)(1− π∗

F ))− c =
1

2
− α

4
− αλ(1− λ)

4
(36)

VD + 1 = A0
D + 1− π∗

Fλ(π
∗
F + (1 + α)(1− π∗

F ))− c =
1

2
− α

4
− αλ(1− λ)

4
. (37)

Part (b): The possibility of these scenarios may be established relating to the example

used in the proof to Proposition 6. Be reminded that the total efforts are lower, consid-

ering the scenario in which α = 1, when λ = 1/4 and either Y < .21 or Y > .78, λ = 1/2

and either Y < .19 or Y > .80, and when λ = 3/4 and either Y < .17 or Y > .82. For

these scenarios, we find that the plaintiff has greater incentives in the two-stage litigation

to file the case when λ = 1/4 and Y > .7, λ = 1/2 and Y > .72, and when λ = 3/4 and

Y > .73. Intuitively, there are some levels of Y that command higher total effort but still

induce greater filing incentives. This stems from the biased winning probability. Simi-

larly, the defendant has greater incentives to proceed to trial in the two-stage litigation

when λ = 1/4 and Y < .3, λ = 1/2 and Y < .28, and when λ = 3/4 and Y < .27.

Intuitively, the overall stakes of the two-level system is the same, but, as established

in Proposition 6, aggregate equilibrium efforts are larger than in the single-level system

if Y = 1/2. Hence, the net benefit from using the two-level system is smaller than that

of the single-level system.

Part (b) of Proposition 8 confirms the intuition that one litigant’s benefit of going to

court may be higher than in the single-level case if the bias introduced by the appeals

system is sufficiently strong, that is, if Y is sufficiently far away from 1/2. However,

there are two opposing effects of a strong bias, lower total equilibrium efforts and higher

equilibrium probability for the favorite. Hence, it is possible that the benefit from filing

(defending) the case in trial court is greater even though litigation is more costly in terms

of total effort.

5 Conclusion

Many legal systems allow dissatisfied parties to appeal to higher decision-making author-

ities, whereas some forms of dispute resolution explicitly exclude this right. We have

analyzed the impact of the possibility to appeal a judgment on rent-seeking incentives,

winning probabilities, and the incentives to go to court. Anticipating the possibility of

appeal induces the litigant who has the stronger case to invest more litigation effort than

the opposing litigant, thereby improving her overall winning probability beyond the level
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that would be commensurate with the strength of her case. Comparing this with well-

established results from the literature, we conclude that the appeals system introduces a

bias in judicial decision-making. On the positive side, however, we have shown that the

appeals system may reduce total rent seeking expenditures and improve access to justice

if the facts of the case are particularly clear (i.e., the plaintiff has a very strong or very

weak case) and the courts’ decision making reacts strongly to litigation efforts.

Despite the immense practical importance of appeals systems, the literature is rela-

tively scant. The present paper makes an attempt to shed some light on the mechanisms

at play by referring to the litigation contest setup. However, it needs to be stressed that,

while standard in the literature on litigation effort, the Tullock (1980) contest model is an

extremely stylized representation of how courts decide. However, the model has proven

quite rich in the existing literature on litigation contests and has yielded many plausible

insights. A further qualification is that we have, for the sake of simplicity, disregarded

important issues such as litigants’ potentially imperfect or incomplete information on

details of the case, settlement, delegation to lawyers, and behavioral biases in litigants’

decisions. These issues are left for future research.
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